**INITIAL POINT**
PACIFIC CITY HEIGHTS

**TILLAMOOK COUNTY RÉWITNESS** # 791

**INT PT**
COR. 30 T 4S R 10 W., WM.

**HISTORICAL:** C-188

**CONDITION GOOD**
FOUND: 2" I.P. WITH PLUG & TACK

**COMMENTS:**

**REWITNESS**

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE & CEMENT & POSITION OF FD. 2" I.P.
* 86" Hat Section
EAST 15 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:
X 6" ALDER S. 7° E. 6'88 FT INT PT BT CS

**COMMENTS:** THIS CORNER IS LOCATED + 10' WEST OF THE GRAVEL ON LOWER LOOP ROAD. LAYED FOUND 2" IRON PIPE ALONG SIDE MONUMENT.

**IN THE PRESENCE OF:** DAN MCNUTT GALE ARTHUR

**DATE:** 6-22-79

* = County corner tag affixed.

**PHOTO #:**

**TITLE:**